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We hope you are enjoying your monthly newsletter and 
our twice-monthly podcast (CUEcast), which began last 
September. 

Please help us manage your free membership by going 
to our website to provide, update, or confirm your 
contact information. Don’t delay! Why not do this now?!

You may go to www.youthcue.org and watch for the 
menu to pop up. Simply follow the instructions. OR … 
you also may point the camera of your smartphone at 
this QR code, and it will take you directly to the contact 
information portal.

Enjoy your free year of YouthCUE!  

WELCOME TO YouthCUE! AS PART OF OUR 30-YEAR CELEBRATION WE ARE PROVIDING 
YOU FREE MEMBERSHIP TO YouthCUE THROUGH 2020.

In order to receive your 
FREE SUBCRIPTION 

to our newsletter and 
CUEcast (podcast) through 

2020, you will need to 
register on our website. 

Instructions here!

I dropped by the church office this 
morning to pick up some things and 
to check my mail. In my mailbox, there 
was a printed Church Membership 

Directory dated August 2020. Our church 
provides monthly updated directories for all 
its members, so we can stay in touch with one 
another. This practice was being done long 
before the pandemic came along; it is a resource 
for small groups, leadership teams, and special 
ministries. 

Finding this updated directory in my box 
inspired me anew to make the most of this 

simple yet powerful resource. There are 
members of my congregation and choir I have 
not seen in months. A quick connection with 
a bunch of these folks might be something 
they would enjoy and might encourage them 
through this bizarre time. As simple as it 
might be, the reestablished connections with 
good friends cannot help but encourage and 
empower all involved. Whether it’s a phone 
call, text message, email, or snail mail note, this 
simple directory is a lifeline of love and hope 
for all of us. But it is no more valuable than the 
paper it’s printed on if I do not use it. 

What resources do you have for reaching 
out to friends near and distant, old and new, 
close and casual? Your phone’s contacts? A 
choir directory or congregational address list? 
Whatever we have to connect us to each other, 
let’s take it further by actually ... reaching ... 
out ... to ... each ... other. Doing so will make 
someone’s day, and that someone might be you 
or me. b

Randy Edwards   
redwards@youthcue.org  

Remember, www.youthcue.org is changing daily, adding new resources and director dialogues 
keeping us updated on best practices during the pandemic. JOIN US ONLINE TODAY! 

YouthCUE’s new online course begins this month! Class sessions 
will be held on twelve successive Thursdays beginning September 3 
and ending on November 19.

MD-2020 course sessions will be held on Thursdays (September 
3 - November 19) from 10am to 11am CDT on Zoom. In preparation, 
each participant is encouraged to listen to the CUEcast episode 
released on the Tuesday immediately prior to the Thursday session. 
Discussions will develop from the content of the CUEcast episodes 
each week, and the end of each session time will be open for 
questions, answers, comments, observation, and sharing of 
resources among all the participants.

Each session will also be recorded on video and posted to the 
website following the live session. This way, directors who are 
unable to participate in the live class session will be able to access 
it from the website at your convenience.

Go to youthcue.org for more details. You may reserve your space 
for the zoom class sessions by contacting Tina McCartney at 
tmccartney@youthcue.org

INTRODUCING YOUTHCUE’S 
NEW ONLINE COURSE

BEGINS SEPTEMBER 3 

Part 2HOW ARE YOU DOING?

The current pandemic has me feeling quite 
imperfect these days. New routines to learn. 

New information to absorb. New skills to master. 
New emotions to wrangle. 

In Navajo culture, the custom is for rug weavers to 
leave little imperfections along the borders. In Japan, 
incorporating imperfections into art and architecture 
is also considered a necessary ingredient. The 
theory behind these “deliberate imperfections” is to 
remind us that we are all imperfect, impermanent, 
and incomplete – and indeed, there is beauty in our 
imperfection. 

Too often we dwell on our shortcomings, which 
can lead to a type of paralysis or even despair. But 
when we shift our perspective and understand that 
imperfections are a necessary ingredient to life, we 
can forge ahead with confidence, knowing we can 

create something beautiful with the tapestries of our 
lives, even with the imperfections woven within. 

Recently, we celebrated our son’s eleventh birthday. 
On paper it looked like a thoroughly imperfect 
affair; no friends for him to celebrate with, no fancy 
cake, no extravagant party. But as I observed the 
scene of him eating his homemade cake, reading 
his homemade card, and smiling as his family sang 
happy birthday – I realized this imperfect birthday 
was … absolutely perfect. b

Matt is a regular contributor to the YouthCUE 
newsletter and website. He and his wife, Ashley, sang 

in student choir together during middle school and 
high school at First Baptist Church in Shreveport, 

Louisiana. Matt and Ashley have two children, 
Thomas and Grace. 

YouthCUE alumnus reminds us … 

THE GIFT OF IMPERFECTIONS 
by Matt Allen
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It’s been 4 years, but its memory has not faded …
YOUTHCUE’S NATIONAL HONOR CHOIR MEETS THE DALLAS STREET CHOIR

The audience was highly 
attentive, some crying, 
some clapping, some 

singing, some dancing, 
and all were moved.”

Upcoming CUEcast 
Episodes

It’s been four years, but the memory and its 
effects are with me as if it happened yesterday. 

In mid-July of 2016, fifty high school juniors and 
seniors and eight adult counselors converged in 
Dallas for the YouthCUE National Honor Choir Texas 
Tour (NHC). The six-day tour included singing in 
venues in Dallas, San Antonio, Austin, Horseshoe 
Bay, Waco, and Shreveport, LA. Of the ten concerts 
performed during the six-day tour, one was most 
memorable for me. 

It was Day Five, a Wednesday morning. We had been 
traveling hard for almost a week, and we were weary. 
The thought of getting up early to sing a 10:15 a.m. 
concert was exhausting, but the curiosity of the 
venue provided the necessary energy to get up, get 
dressed in our casual concert attire and load the 
bus to downtown Dallas. The venue was The Stewpot, 
which provides resources for basic survival and a 
safe place for the homeless and at-risk individuals 
in inner city Dallas. 

As the bus pulled up in front of the building, right 
away we could see the needs of the individuals 
standing in line at the door to get in. It seemed each 
one was carrying a large bag or two filled with all 
their earthly possessions. Their clothes were not new, 
their shoes tattered and worn, and their faces were 
filled with lines of worry. The jovial noises of the 
students on the bus began to take on a new sound 
as they began to notice the outside environment. 
There was no need to say anything. Everyone was 
on the same page. We could almost hear the inner 
thoughts of the students: How can we make their 
days, their lives, better? 

Once inside The Stewpot, those we had noticed 
outside took on the role of hosts. They were so 
happy we were there and seemed excited to show 
us around “their place.” The NHC students returned 
the hospitality with hugs and smiles, kind words 
and laughter. After about 15 minutes of greeting 
each other, Randy called the NHC choir together up 

front, by the piano, for a quick warm up and then 
concert. The repertoire included, OYE MI CLAMOR/
Dan Goeller, PSALM 47/Ellingboe, I WOULD BE TRUE/
Patterson, PILGRIM SONG/Murphy, THE PRAYER/arr. 
Fettke, BOUND FOR THE PROMISED LAND/Wilberg, 
and others. The audience was highly attentive, some 
crying, some clapping, some singing, some dancing, 
and all were moved. 

After our last anthem, NHC students made their ways 
among the audience members to visit, but to our 
surprise, our audience got up and took their place at 
the front by the piano as if they were going to sing. 
Yes, The Dallas Street Choir was about to perform for us! 

Only two years earlier, in 2014, The Dallas 
Street Choir was founded by Dr. Jonathan Palant 
with a mission to offer a musical outlet for 
those experiencing homelessness and severe 
disadvantages. To date, nearly 2,000 individuals 
have attended at least one of the weekly rehearsals. 
They have performed in venues such as the Winspear 
Opera House, Carnegie Hall and the George W. Bush 
Presidential Library, along with other private and 
public venues. 

Wow! What a blessing was given to us that day. Here 
were homeless, disadvantaged individuals singing 
with their hearts and souls for us. Some were 
dancing, some were lifting their hands in praise, all 
were smiling with joy. Although they all had music 
folders, there was no musical notation to be found. 
Words only, for most did not know how to read music, 
some could not read at all. They gave to us the only 
thing they had to give, their beautiful songs! 

As the NHC students and counselors sat in awe, 
listening to the beautiful music being offered to us, 
there were smiles, tears and joy. What a treat! What 
an example of how we can take our brokenness and 
together, make something beautiful happen. 

At the end of our time together, we had opportunity 
to sing one song together, directed by Jonathan. It 
was a powerful moment in time on our busy tour. 

After the concert, NHC was escorted to the front of 
the lunch line for sandwiches and chips. Although 
we tried to let the Dallas Street Choir go before us, 
they would not have it that way. They were our hosts. 
We all sat together around the large room, visiting 
and sharing our stories with one another. The 
fellowship happening in that 30-minute time frame 
was unforgettable. One of our students, Micah, had 
the opportunity to minister powerfully to a man who 
was in need. Another small group of NHC students 
had the privilege of listening to a man tell his story. 
It was an amazing experience. 

When it was time to go, there was lingering and long 
goodbyes. No one wanted to leave our new friends. 
You could not be in the room that day without being 
changed in some way. It will forever be remembered 
as a transformational time for me. b

Tina McCartney   
tmccartney@youthcue.org

EPISODE 39 – SEPTEMBER 1, 2020 
Looking back on the first year of CUEcast 
episodes … and what we’ve learned 
Randy looks back on the first thirty‐nine 
episodes of CUEcast which have brought 
us to the first anniversary of the podcast. 
What began as an every‐other‐week episode 
accelerated into an every‐week program at 
the beginning of the pandemic in March. 
We’ve learned a great deal in over these fifty‐
two weeks, and there’s much more to glean 
in the future. 

EPISODE 40 – SEPTEMBER 8, 2020 
High school directors’ panel discussion 
In the thick of beginning a new school year, 
Randy speaks with three outstanding high 
school choral directors about the challenges 
they are facing and how they continue 
to move towards hopeful futures in their 
schools. New methods, as well as facing 
totally new challenges, will be discussed. 

EPISODE 41 – SEPTEMBER 15, 2020 
Community youth choir directors’ panel 
discussion 
Three faith‐based community youth choir 
directors across the United States discuss 
their current programs and how they are 
seeking to keep their students connected 
during the pandemic. Hearing about the 
journeys of these directors will help all of us 
be better and do better jobs ministering to 
our students. 
  
EPISODE 42 – SEPTEMBER 22, 2020 
Church student choir directors’ panel 
discussion 
Three church student choir directors discuss 
their approaches at the beginning of a new 
school year. Each of these leaders has been 
known for creativity and innovation even 
before the pandemic began. All directors in 
the YouthCUE network will benefit greatly 
by hearing the discussion of these highly 
effective colleagues.  

EPISODE 43 – SEPTEMBER 29, 2020 
A conversation with Allen Hightower 
Dr. Allen Hightower is currently Director 
of Choral Studies at the University of North 
Texas. Previous to his appointment at UNT, 
he was Director of Choral Activities at 
Luther College as well as Director of Choral 
Studies at Sam Houston State University. 
In this interview, Randy and Allen will 
discuss the challenges to choral directors 
going forward in and beyond the COVID 
pandemic and how directors can actively 
meet the needs of today while preparing for 
the future. 

YouthCUE’s alumna provides perspective, promise, and 
peaceful patience amidst a powerful pandemic 

THE DANGERS IN OUR WORSHIP  
OF “NORMAL”

I have a lot on my mind. We all do. So here is some of it in a very long (Facebook) post. 
First off, I believe that the recommendation to push forward in‐person classes for schools until the 

end of September is absolutely the right thing to do. 

I have five kids. Two of them are in school. My sweet little girl had her “normal” kindergarten year 
cut short in March. Though disappointed for a few days, she showed grace. My little boy is supposed 
to start kindergarten in a couple of weeks. He won’t have a “normal” start. Though disappointed, he is 
showing grace. 

In normal times, we get frustrated with the status quo, don’t we? We want to mix it up. Be different. 
Stand out. Go against the flow. 

However, when “normal” is stripped from us, as it was earlier this year, we yearn for it. We didn’t 
mean to take “normal” for granted, but we did. And we would give anything now to return to our 
beloved “normal.” 

But what makes this different? Why is this season so much more frustrating? It’s because our enemy 
doesn’t care. 

COVID‐19 doesn’t care about “normal.” COVID‐19 doesn’t care that we’re trying to balance work, 
school, daycare, family, financial struggles, and everything else. COVID‐19 doesn’t care about 
our political views. COVID‐19 doesn’t care that some think it’s fake and “no worse than the flu.” 
COVID‐19 doesn’t care that you’re “so over” the pandemic. COVID‐19 doesn’t care that you haven’t 
seen or hugged your grandparents in months. COVID‐19 does not care. 

And so it seems, neither do we! 

We’ve become so selfish that we act like little children throwing tantrums in public places to get back 
to our “normal.” 

We’ve lost the sense of “normal” decency. We had it back in March. We cared about our neighbors. 
We loved our teachers. We wanted to make sure our families and friends were safe.  

But something happened. 

We’ve all had “normal” ripped from us and thus, all of us are figuring out how to handle chaos on a 
daily basis.  

But what I know is this: 

It’s okay to grieve the loss of “normal.” It’s okay to be disappointed that my child doesn’t get the 
“normal” first day of school experience. It’s okay to be frustrated about all this. It’s okay to be nervous 
about our children’s futures … about our futures. It’s okay to not know what’s going to happen.  

It’s okay. 

Pandemics don’t typically last forever. We will return to “normal”, but it will probably look and feel 
somewhat different. The future normal may be better than we ever imagined. 

But it starts now. 

By thinking about and loving those around us. By carrying and absorbing the weight of stress, 
disappointment, and frustration with our neighbors. By encouraging our kids and trying to model 
peacefulness for them. By our kids encouraging us.  

It may be as simple as reflecting Jesus’ love to people. b

by Anna Marie Pavy

Anna Marie Johnson Pavy lives in 
Campbellsville, KY, with her husband 
E. J. and their five beautiful children, 

including twin babies! Anna Marie has 
a Masters Degree in Applied Statistics 

from the University of Kentucky. At 
Georgetown University, she studied 

Biohazardous Threat Agents and 
Emerging Infectious Diseases. She is 

currently the Director of Institutional 
Research at Campbellsville University.  


